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Ricarda Krieger – PGT Officer
What has been worked on in the past month?
In the past month I have settled into my role as PGT Officer. I have been trained and also
attended the PG Rep Forum where I met some of the PG Reps for this year.
I have had a meeting with our Dean of PGT and we have spoken about what he has been
working on in the past years, what I have planned for this year and how we can go about
these things the best way, with the goal of improving the learning environment for PGT
students as much as we can.
Following this meeting, I have emailed the PGT Lead of every college and asked to meet
with them. According to my manifesto, creating a community for PGT student is my main
priority and I believe establishing this on a college level would be the first step.
I have also sat on the University's Academic Board and the College of Art's Academic Board
in order to ensure there is PGT representation on every level throughout the University.
Successes from the past month and any Reps Wins
I would say my main “win” this month include the meeting with the Dean of PGT as well as
the meetings with the two PGT college leads I have met with so far. The even bigger win is
that they ensured me their full support in regard to my plans for this academic year which
are primarily related to PG community building.
Plans for next month
My plans for the next month include meeting the PGT leads of the other two colleges as
well as staying in touch with the ones I have met already. Further, I will get access to the full
PGT Rep list and will then start woking closer with them and hope to help support them
better with any issues but also work with them to feedback more efficiently and reach out to
all PGT students.
I also want to work with Tommy and the new PGR officer to promote the PG room further!

